
WEARING YOUR UNIFORM WITH PRIDE! 

 
The uniform that you wear as a member of the Central High School Band is one, which should be 

worn with PRIDE.  Whether it be at contests, football games, concerts, or any other function, others 

who see you in your uniform will not only judge you as a member of our band but as a student of 

Central High School, and as a citizen of Carroll County and the State of Georgia.  The opinions others 

have of your band, school, and community are influenced by your behavior in uniform, on and off the 

field.  When we are in uniform in public, we are in complete uniform.  Unless you have been told 

otherwise by one of the directors, this will always be the rule.  No part of the uniform is to be 

removed, unbuttoned, unzipped, etc., unless you have been given permission by the director or 

instructor to do so.  GO PRIDE GO!!! 
 

1. Unless it is being worn by the student, the uniform is to be on the uniform hanger.  Never 

leave uniform parts lying on the floor or stuffed in lockers. 

2. Students are required to be in the current year band T-shirt and black shorts when they 

arrive to the band room, ready to put on their uniform in the band room. Only the director 

will announce any exceptions to this. 

3. Any student not in complete uniform to the satisfaction of the band director will not leave 

the band room as a member of the band for that trip or performance. 

4. Uniform inspections will be conducted from time to time.  

5. Uniforms will be picked up by the dry cleaners on a regular basis from the band room, 

cleaned, and returned to the band room prior to the next performance. 

6. No jewelry, except one stud earring in each ear, is to be worn with the uniform unless it is 

completely concealed by the uniform. No facial jewelry or excessive makeup will be worn 

while in uniform or at rehearsals.  

7. Hair is not to touch the collar of the band uniform (female and male). 

8. Uniform must be correctly put on hanger before returning to uniform room.  Make sure 

pants are folded at the crease before putting on the hanger and jacket is placed on 

hanger correctly and zipped up completely. 

 


